
The Gold Bug Answer Key

Part 1:  Wolf

One day I went hiking on Sullivan’s Island .

I heard someone shouting, “Wolf!”  I looked for a tree  to

climb but there were no trees.  A huge animal  landed

on my chest.  I thought I was going to die .  But the animal

was just a big dog .  Its name was Wolf.

I met two men who lived in a hut  on the island.

Their names were William Legrand and Jupiter.  William Legrand liked

to study bugs .  One day I went to see them.

Legrand had found a bug that he wanted to show me.

Jupiter said the bug was bad luc k .
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Part 2:  The Gold Bug

Legrand handed the bug  to me.

It felt heavy  and it looked like it was made out of gold.

Legrand said that the bug had bitten him before it died .

Legrand also handed me a piece of parchment .

It was blank  on both sides.

After dinner, Legrand held the parchment near the fire .

Legrand said that the parchment might be very important.

Then he put it in a safe  place.

A few days later, Jupiter was pounding on my door.  He said that Legrand had been

gone all night long.  I went back to the hut with Jupiter to wait

for Legrand.
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Part 3:  The Map

Jupiter and I waited at the hut  for a only a few

minutes before Legrand and Wolf came in.  Legrand wanted Jupiter and me to look at

the parchment  again.  Legrand told me to hold

the parchment close to the fire .

The parchment had secret ink  on it.  When the ink got

near the fire, we could see a map .  Legrand said that

Captain Kid d  drew the map.

Captain Kidd was a famous pirate.  Before he died,

he buried  a treasure.  Legrand said that the map

told where to find the treasure .

Legrand said that we would go and get the treasure.
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Part 4:  The Treasure Hunt

Legrand, Jupiter, and I rowed a boat  to a small

beach.  Then we walked for an hour.  Legrand asked Jupiter to climb

a tree  up to its seventh branch.  Jupiter took the gold bug

with him on a string .  When Jupiter got up to the

branch, he saw the skull  of a dead man.

Legrand told Jupiter to lower the gold bug down

to the ground .

We started dig ging  at the spot where the gold bug

hit the ground.  We found skeletons in the hole.  We found Captain Kidd’s

treasure chest .  It was full of jewels and gold coins.

It was worth more than a million  dollars.
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